Abstract-Most criticality safety calculations are performed using Monte Carlo techniques because of Monte Carlo's ability to handle complex three-dimensional geometries. For Monte Carlo calculations, the more histories sampled, the lower the standard deviation of the resulting estimates. The common intuition is, therefore, that the mo re histories, the better; as a result, analysts tend to run Monte Carlo analyses as long as possible (or at least to a minimum acceptable uncertainty). For Monte Carlo criticality safety analyses, however, the optimization situation is complicated by the fact that procedures usually require that an extra margin of safety be added because of the statistical uncertainty of the Monte Carlo calculations. This additional safety margin affects the impact of the choice of the calculational standard deviation, both on production and on safety. This paper shows that, under the assumptions of normally distributed benchmarking calculational errors and exact compliance with the upper subcritical limit (USL), the standard deviation that optimizes production is zero, but there is a non-zero value of the calculational standard deviation that minimizes the risk of inadvertently labeling a supercritical configuration as subcritical. Furthermore, this value is shown to be a simple function of the typical benchmarking step outcomes-the bias, the standard deviation of the bias, the upper subcritical limit, and the number of standard deviations added to calculated k -effectives before comparison to the USL.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The traditional procedure of determining criticality s afety limits for a proposed operation involving fissile nuclear material is governed by ANSI/ANS-8. 1-1198 [Ref. 1] .
The traditional interpretation of the requirements of this standard (e.g., Ref.
2) leads to a twostep procedure to establish the maximum mass of fissile material that can be loaded into a proposed configuration: (1) determine a maximum allowed calculated value of k-effective ("upper subcritical limit" or USL), specific to the methodology used; and (2) translate this crit icality limit into an upper limit on the mass of fissile material that the configuration may contain. Before defining the problem to be addressed, a brief description will be given of this two-step procedure. The purpose of this paper is to examine the situation faced by an analyst trying to optimize the choice of the calculational standard deviation. An important assumption (which mirrors the real-life situation) is that this is a constrained optimization problem. We will assume that the USL has been determined through a process that balances production and safety, and that the analyst is constrained to exactly comply with the limit, i.e., that the limit can be neither increased to allow more production nor decreased to enhance safety. The analyst is at the point of choosing a calculational standard deviation and then performing a search for the maximum fissile mass limit consistent with the pre-determined USL.
II. OPTIMIZATION OPTION #1: MAXIMIZE FISSILE MASS LIMIT
Since the USL is set through a balance of production and safety, we will first examine the situation where the analyst chooses the calculational standard deviation to maximize production, i.e., to produce the highest possible fissile mass limit.
Because the procedures usually require that the sigma penalty be applied for Monte Carlo calculation techniques, the analyst's job is to find the fissile mass that results in a calculated k eff given by:
This optimization path has an easily stated (but unattainable) optimal calculational standard deviation of zero, based on the fact that a lower calc σ results in a larger allowable k eff value, which, on average, results in a larger allowable fissile mass.
Of course, it is well known that the smaller the target standard deviation, the longer that the Monte Carlo calculations will have to run, adding to the expense of the analysis (with a factor of x reduction of the standard deviation typically requiring a factor of x 2 increase in computer time). So, the optimization option of maximum production leads to the common situation where additional production can be obtained only at additional cost. This situation requires a cost/benefit analysis that depends on the specifics of the analysis: number of calc ulations required, amount and cost of resources, etc. In the end, a specific determination must be made of the value of the incremental fissile mass versus the cost of the incremental resources required to justify it.
III. OPTIMIZATION OPTION #2: MAXIMIZE SAFETY
A second optimization option is to choose the calculational standard deviation that maximizes safety (under the padding procedure previously described in Section I). Since the purpose of criticality analysis is to assure that processes involving fissile material remain subcritical, we will define our safety goal to be the minimization of the probability of inadvertently l abeling a supercritical configuration as subcritical ("criticality risk"). Note that no claim is made that this maximizes safety under all possible procedures, just under the padding procedure in Section 1. (Indeed, this paper will suggest an even safer, though perhaps not desirable in practice, procedure after the optimum sigma for the procedure in Section I is derived.)
In analyzing this probability, we should consider that the crit icality risk has two parts:
(1) The danger that the physical configuration is one for which the computational tool will systematically underestimate the true k eff ; and (2) The danger that a single stochastic calculation of k eff will underestimate the expected value of k eff of the configuration from the computational tool.
With this in mind, a reduction of the calculational standard deviation will have two conflicting effects on the criticality risk: the increased precision of the calculation reduces the danger of (2) above (by limiting the variance of the calculational results) while at the same time increasing the danger of (1) by allowing a more reactive configuration to be accepted (because of the higher value of USL-2σ calc due to a reduction of the sigma penalty). Since we have these competing effects, the possibility exists that there is a non-zero choice of the calculational standard deviation that optimally balances these two dangers, while exactly complying with the USL.
The validation procedure uses calculational estimates of a known set of criticality benchmarks. The calculational method's ability to estimate k eff for the set can be quantified using: If, as is often the case, the bias distribution passes a test for normality, the underlying distribution of bias can be estimated using the normal distribution:
We interpret this equation to mean that if the same calculational method were used to estimate the k eff of a similar physical system, and the result of the calculation were λ calc , that the expected distribution of the true k eff , exp λ , of the configuration would depend on b according to:
Using this distribution for the bias, the probability that the system is supercritical is given by: we are only saying that once a USL has been established, the value of n can be found from the above equation.) From standard tables of normal probability distributions 4 , we can approximate the probability of criticality as a function of n using We interpret the previous equation to mean that repeated uses of the same method (with statistical independence) would result in an expected value of the calculated k eff that follows a normal distribution centered on the one calculation that was actually performed: Note that for r=0, this reduces to the deterministic probability given by Eqn. 2.
As was mentioned previously, a typical value for m is 2; a typical value for n in an actual criticality safety evaluation is about 5-10 (e.g., critically benchmarks calculated near For all cases with positive m (i.e., a sigma penalty), the criticality risk drops with increasing calc σ to a minimum, then increases. This is an important result because it ind icates that the sigma penalty is performing its intended purpose-compensating for the extra criticality risk due to calculational uncertainty in k eff -as long as calc σ is less than the minimum of the curve, but not beyond the minimum. This suggests that there may be some benefit in finding the va lue of calc σ that minimizes the criticality risk.
The minimum of Equation 4 can be found in the usual way-by finding the value of r that makes the derivative equal to zero: These results indicate that:
(1) Calculational standard deviations above the value in Equation 9 should be used with care, since beyond this value the marginal increase in the safety margin from the sigma penalty is not adequate to compensate for the marginal increase in criticality risk introduced
by the less precise k eff calc ulation.
(2) In contrast, for calculational standard deviations from zero to the value in Equation   9 , the criticality risk decreases with increasing calc σ due to the fact that the marginal increase in the safety margin provided by the sigma penalty more than compensates for the marginal increase in criticality risk caused by the extra uncertainty in the k eff calculation.
Note that this paper is not claiming that a higher error Monte Carlo calculation is preferable to a lower error Monte Carlo calculation, just that analysts should rest assured that the sigma penalty is providing its intended effect as long as calc σ is less than the value indicated in Equation 9. In fact, a better safety assessment would result from utilizing a calc σ less than the value in Equation 9 and adding m times the Equation 9 value (rather than the actual calc σ used in the calculation) to the calculated k eff before comparison to the USL. This has the added advantage of using a better Monte Carlo estimate of k eff while retaining the reduced criticality probability offered by the optimum calc σ .
IV. SAMPLE PROBLEM
To illustrate the use of these results, the "34 Fresh Fuel LWR-type Criticals" sample problem was borrowed from Ref. 5 . In this problem the 29 va lues of k eff shown in Table II are extracted from relevant critical benchmarks and statistically analyzed.
Assuming (as stated in the reference) that these data have passed a normality test, the resulting ave rage and standard deviation are given by: 
V. CONCLUSIONS
The purpose of this development is to examine the effect of the choice of calculational standard deviation in Monte Carlo criticality safety calculations aimed at determining fissile mass limits.
The first option, choosing the standard deviation to maximize these fissile mass limits, was found to lead to the typical Monte Carlo trade-off: the lower the calculational standard deviation, the better. This was shown to involve situation-specific marginal cost/benefit analysis for which nothing more could generally be said.
The second option, choosing the calculational standard deviation to minimize the probability of misjudging a physically critical configuration to be subcritical, was shown to lead to a non-zero optimal calculational standard deviation. The development shows thatunder the assumption of normally distributed calculational biases of the criticality benchmarks and exact compliance with the USL-for any m>0 the criticality danger decreases as calc σ increases to a minimum at:
which is based on the USL and known benchmarking statistical results.
In a real analysis situation, both results might be useful. Even if the analyst's goal is to maximize the fissile material mass limit, the economic reality is that a non-zero calculational standard deviation must ultimately be used in the Monte Carlo calculations. If the chosen , the criticality analyst can be assured that the sigma penalty adequately compensates for the danger introduced by using a non-zero calc σ in the Monte Carlo calculations. 1.E-09
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